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New Jersey Survey Staff
7 SFRs 85 FRs
NYRO WAVES

Wave 1  1/12  Upstate NY
Wave 2  4/12  New Jersey
Wave 3  6/12  ME, NH VT
Wave 4  8/12  Bronx, PR Hudson Valley
Wave 5  9/12  CT, RI
Wave 6  10/12  Queens, Nassau, Suffolk, Staten Island
Wave 7  11/12  Brooklyn, MA, Manhattan
Wave 2 – SSFA 78
New Jersey

Debra Stanley
Data Collection Coordinator

Jared Gersenbluth
SSF New Jersey

New Jersey Survey Staff
13 FSs 151 FRs

FS81 Bergen
William Traina

FS82 Greater Camden
Patti Kane-Reader

FS83 Essex East
Gary Campbell

FS84 Mid East NJ
Edward Larkin

FS85 South West NJ
Michelle Archer

FS86 Hudson County
William Mercado

FS87 Mid-West NJ
Aaron Moore

FS88 South NJ
Thomis Nuscis

FS89 South East NJ
Edward Erwin

FS90 Passaic Bergen West
Juan Tello

FS91 Somerset Middlesex
Margarita Vega

FS92 Union Essex West
Beverly Sampson

FS93 Warren Morris/Sussex
Gracia Fox
RO Based Support to Field Staff

Survey Support Team

- Fast data, letters, supplies
- Efficient survey support
- Improve customer service
- Requests - turnaround same day
NYRO Organization Chart
as of June 2012
Full implementation January 2013

6 Regions
- New York
- Philadelphia
- Atlanta
- Chicago
- Denver
- Los Angeles
Partnership & Data Services

Assistant Regional Director
Ligia Jaquez

Information Services

Specialist
Rosemarie Fogarty

Specialist
Cesar Monzon (1/1/2013)

Assistant
Elizabeth Gaskin

Data Dissemination Specialists

Alexandra Barker
Massachusetts, Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire

Ana Maria Garcia
Connecticut, Rhode Island

Brunie Sanchez
New Jersey, NYC- Latinos, Puerto Rico
Questions